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ABSTRACT
Data Exploration remains an untapped area of research, and as of
yet few guidelines exist for how to design a data exploration tool.
In this paper we conduct a qualitative study of a data exploration
tool that has been created using a series of principles for designing
data exploration systems for non-expert audiences. In the course
of this study, we both evaluate the tool, dubbed the Data Explorer,
and refine the design principles that it was based on.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data exploration can be described as the facilitation of knowledge
extraction and information perception [2]. Visual data exploration,
the subset of exploration that this paperwill focus on, provides users
with a visual means to interact with data and provide their own
input. Data exploration allows users to examine different subsets or
categories of data to gain understanding and insight [25]. The goal
of data exploration for non-expert users is to engender sensemaking
in said users, by providing a more intuitive means of interacting
with data, as traditional data visualization techniques may have a
high barrier of entry to understand [8].

The user experience of data exploration systems, specifically
ones aimed at a non-expert audience (i.e. audiences who have no
domain knowledge of the topic of a particular data set or data
sets), remains an under-researched area in the field of Human Com-
puter Interaction, as few such systems or tools have been built and
evaluated. This study will evaluate the user experience of a data
exploration software tool, called The Data Explorer, with the aim
of both determining what improvements can be made to this tool,
and refining the design principles the tool was built on.

The system that we are evaluating was built based upon the
design principles first laid out in the paper [19], these principles
are meant to guide designers in creating data exploration systems
for non-expert users. The principles in the aforementioned paper
were defined via a systematic mapping study but remain uneval-
uated using real-world participants. Through evaluating the user
experience of The Data Explorer, we will refine the aforementioned
principles with the aim of making them generalizable to other data
exploration tools and systems for non-expert audiences. We will
discuss these principles in details in the background section.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Related Work
Interest in Human Data Interaction (HDI) has been increasing over
the past decade or so [22], as has the interest in data exploration
as a subsection of HDI and HCI research [3, 7, 26]. And while in
recent years some guidelines exist for designing data visualization
systems in HDI [20, 21], there remains a gap when designing for
data exploration specifically for non-experts. Data exploration sys-
tems differ from interactive data visualization systems in that they
allow the user to both manipulate data [17] and facilitate sense-
making of data[8]. Sensemaking can be described as the process of
understanding data within a certain framework and adapting the
framework as new information is gathered [11]. Whereas a more
typical interactive data visualization system will allow a user to
manipulate data, they do not encourage users to engage in their
own sensemaking about said data.

2.2 Software Artifact
The Data Explorer is a tool which allows local people to give input
on data that directly relates to them in some way via the creation of
data stories. The Data Explorer features a variety of data sets that
relate to a specific topic such as water quality or income within a
certain region. A topic in this context is simply any subject matter
that researchers, educators, or community leaders may want to
disseminate to a wider community. The long-term goal of the Data
Explorer is to serve as a potential tool for citizen science and to
provide a way for researchers to include non-experts in the research
process. Data inclusivity is especially important when researchers
are outsiders working with local communities [24].

Figure 1: The Data Explorer’s opening screen.

The Data Explorer allows users to view example data stories
made from expert curated data sets, and then create their own
data story using these curated data sets. Each data story contains
relevant data sets that are visualized within a comic and includes
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links to where the data set was taken from. The data comics provide
the user with a point of entry into a data set as research has shown
that a visual form or representation of data facilitates understanding,
[10], users can then choose to look at the raw data set itself should
they so wish.

Figure 2: A data comic open with The Data Explorer, with
the user’s data set collection shown on the side.

Each data set is represented by a white point or “star”, each data
story is represented by a circle or “constellation”, data sets that
are in multiple data stories are connected via lines. Users may also
sort the data sets by theme or location as a means of looking for a
particular type of data. When a theme is selected such as “green
spaces” all data sets that relate to that theme will change color
accordingly, and when a location is selected all data sets related to
that location will change to a diamond shape. The current prototype
of the Data Explorer is themed around the topic of biodiversity in
Helsinki and therefore all the data sets, data comics, data stories,
themes and locations relate to this topic.

Figure 3: The themes buttons applied, and a location selected
in the Data Explorer.

2.3 Original Design Principles
This tool was built using the design principles for data exploration
systems aimed at non-expert users laid out in a previous research
paper and therefore serves as a means to evaluate the efficacy of
said principles. The original design principles were as follows:

(1) Allow users to find their own patterns in the data.
(2) Visualize relationships between data sets.
(3) Use artistic expression to engage non-expert users.

These design principles are meant to guide designers and soft-
ware developers towards building tools which will facilitate the data
exploration process, in particular, they are meant for tools which
assist members of the general public (non-experts) in interacting
with scientific data. In this study we will analyze the efficacy of
these principles using the thematic analysis method.

3 RESEARCH METHODS
3.1 Data Gathering Methods
In this study our participants consisted of fifteen student volunteers
who were unfamiliar with the Data Explorer tool, the volunteers
ages ranged from 18 to 36, there were 8 female volunteers and 7male
volunteers. Our main data gathering method was the Think-Aloud
Protocol [12], this method was chosen for this software tool as it
can be performed easily by laypeople, this data gathering method
involves asking participants to speak aloud about everything they
are thinking of while interacting with the software. For this study
we chose the Concurrent Think-Aloud Protocol, wherein users
speak about the actions they are doing while they are doing them.
Our secondary data gathering methods were eye-tracking [14] and
mouse-tracking [9].

For guidance on interacting with the tool the users were given a
series of 6 tasks to perform, these tasks asked the user to achieve a
certain goal but did not tell them directly how to achieve it, thereby
allowing them to explore the tool freely. The Think-Aloud data was
collected via live audio recordings, these audio recordings were
then made into transcript using speech to text software, and the
eye-tracking and mouse-click tracking data was recorded via an
eye-tracking software tool. A Parallel Scan Paths (PSP) visualization
of the tracking eye data was used for the analysis. This eye track-
ing visualization method was chosen because it combines, a gaze
duration sequence diagram (showing how long users looked at a
point), a fixation point diagram (showing the path users eyes took)
and a gaze duration distribution diagram (where users focused on
average) [15]. The tasks were as follow:

(1) Find and open bat data set window.
(2) Add bat data set window to ‘my data sets’ collection.
(3) Find and open a data story that relates to bats.
(4) Find and open noise data set window.
(5) Add noise data set to ‘my data set’ collection.
(6) Create and upload placeholder data story.

3.2 Analysis of Data
For our data analysis process, we had three HCI researchers ana-
lyze the footage and transcripts of the users using qualitative data
analysis methods.

3.2.1 Transcript Analysis. To analyze the Think-Aloud sessions we
compared user’s transcripts to the aforementioned design principles
via a thematic synthesis [4]. We did this by searching for codes
that relate to the stated purpose of the design principles, then
examining the user’s perspective in the case of the transcripts, and
then categorizes those codes into themes that either provided a
perspective on one of the design principles or related to a potential
new principle. We also searched for the most common usability
problems that users were facing.
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3.2.2 Eye tracking, Mouse Tracking, and Screen Capture Analysis.
For the analysis of the eye tracking, mouse tracking and screen cap-
ture data we chose to use a dyadic analysis technique [16] wherein
a group of researchers examine the video footage of each partici-
pant and make qualitative assessments of the eye tracking, mouse
tracking and screen capture data shown in the footage. For this
study we chose to include a series of coding categories to assist the
researchers in their assessment of the footage. This dyadic analysis
allowed us to thoroughly examine principle 1 and 2 as via coding the
footage we could examine if users are finding patterns in the data
and understanding the relationships between data. Additionally,
the eye-tracking data allows us to more deeply evaluate principle
3, as we could directly see if participants were more likely to focus
on, I.e., be engaged by artistic representations on the screen [23].

3.3 Coding Process
In order to code the data, we first came up with a series of initial
categories of codes that we would be looking for, as well as the
types of codes that may relate to these categories. Each category
had transcript codes (codes found in the transcript), passive action
codes (codes that relate to a user’s gaze) and active action codes
(any codes that involve users making an intentional action). Each
category related to one of the three design principles, below you
can see a diagram of the initial codes categories.

Figure 4: Diagram of initial codes categories.

3.4 Thematic Synthesis
A thematic synthesis was then conducted wherein we synthesized
shared themes from the codes. A few key themes emerged, namely
a. themes that related to visualizing relationships, b. themes that
related to users finding patterns in data, c. themes that related to
engaging users through artistic elements, d. themes that related
to clearly labeling elements in the visualization, and e. themes
that related to providing narrative context to users. These themes
became the basis for our refined principles for designing data ex-
ploration systems for non-experts. Below you can see a diagram of
the process, and our codebook is linked in the footnotes.

1

Figure 5: Diagram of the thematic synthesis process.

4 FINDINGS
4.1 Refined Principles for Designing for Data

Exploration for Non-Experts
From the thematic synthesis we derived a refined version of the
previous design principles which we elaborate upon below.

4.1.1 Allow users to find their own patterns in the data. In our
previous paper we proposed that a data exploration system or tool
should allow users to find their own patterns in data and form their
own hypothesis about what may be happening in the data. This
principle was seen in action when users were able to find their own
patterns in the data as indicated by their actions and comments.
Enabling pattern finding in data remains a key element of data
exploration, as without giving users a means to find patterns data
1https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7686010

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7686010
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exploration would not be possible [19]. In our qualitative analysis
we found that a hindrance to this pattern finding process was a
lack of understanding of the narrative context of a data set or data
story. As such we have added another principle for designing for
data exploration for non-experts that relates to narrative context.

4.1.2 Provide narrative context. In this paper we are defining nar-
rative context as the set and setting of where the data was taken
from [24], and the central story of that data exploration system [6].
A lack of narrative context can leave a user with a lack of direc-
tion within a data exploration system. As data exploration systems
are by their design, intentionally open-ended terms of interaction,
failing to provide sufficient narrative context can lead users to not
understanding the purpose or goal of the exploration system. This
was reflected when users indicated that they felt lost, confused or
uncertain in the purpose of the tool or what their ultimate goal as
a user was.

4.1.3 Visualize relationships between data sets. One of the other
original principles was that a data exploration system should visu-
alize relationships between data sets. This principle proved useful
and necessary as without visualizing the relationships between
data sets users are unable to engage in sensemaking [13]. However,
a common problem that emerged in this area was that users were
often confused by the lack of labeling in The Data Explorer. There-
fore, we propose to add another principle that relates to proper
labeling of elements in a data exploration system.

4.1.4 Clearly label all elements. Our analysis shows that clearly
labeling all elements in a data exploration system or tool will drasti-
cally reduce user confusion. Many of the most common pain points
encountered in The Data Explorer related to confusion over im-
proper labeling, such instances where users were unable to find
the same data story twice or were confused about which window
represented a data comic and which a data story.

4.1.5 Use artistic expression to engage non-expert users. Finally, our
last design principle remains unchanged from the previous paper. It
has been previously established that engaging users through visual
and artistic elements is effective [1, 5, 18] and this is reflected in
our findings. We counted over 40 instances across all users of a user
either actively or passively looking at an element artistic element on
the screen. Likewise, users frequently verbally expressed positive
interest and engagement with the artistic elements of the tool.

4.2 Recommendations for changes to Data
Explorer Tool

We also compiled a list of recommendations for feature changes
that can be made to the Data Explorer tool based on common pain
points and the extended design principles. This list consists of 10
recommendations based on a total of 19 pain points that were found
across all users. These feature change recommendations can be seen
in the graphic below.

Figure 6: Feature Changes based on Pain Points.

5 LIMITATIONS
One limitation that we faced in this study is that we were limited
to three researchers for the coding and thematic analysis process.
Ideally, we would have preferred to have had more researchers
participate in the coding process, as codes are not objective mea-
surements and there is always the potential for biases to arise during
code selection. Additionally, in an attempt to allow the users to
explore the tool freely we chose tasks that asked users to achieve
specific goals but did not provide users a wider context of how to
achieve those goals. This led to some users being initially confused
as to what they were being asked to do and in part motivated the
addition of the principle of “providing narrative context”. Prefer-
ably we would have liked to have a workshop with a small group
of preliminary users to test out the task list, however due to both
time constraints and resource constraints this was not possible.
Eventually we would like to conduct an additional study of on the
Data Explorer using a similar list of task that have been improved
based on the user feedback from this study.

6 CONCLUSION
The aim of this qualitative study was to improve upon a previously
established series of design principles for designing data explo-
ration tools for non-expert audiences. We did this by assessing our
data exploration tool, which was built upon said principles, with
volunteer non-expert users. From this assessment, we expounded
those initial design principles by adding two more. The final prin-
ciples were as follows. 1. Allow users to find their own patterns
in the data. 2. Provide narrative context. 3. Visualize relationships
between data sets. 4. Clearly label all elements. 5. Use artistic expres-
sion to engage non-expert users. In the future we hope to iterate
upon the Data Explorer based on these refined principles and test
it in collaboration with a real world organization where data dis-
semination, and exploration and inclusion tools for the general
public are needed, such as a non-profit, government or community
organization. Likewise these principles can be used for designing
industry software tools wherein the general public must interact
with big data.
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